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Ofcom 
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2A Southwark Bridge Road 
London  
SE1 9HA 
 
15 September 2015 
 
 
Dear Mr Sivak 

 
Review of the regulation of Royal Mail 
 
The FSB welcomes this consultation by Ofcom into the regulatory framework governing Royal Mail.  
 
The FSB is the UK’s leading business organisation. It exists to protect and promote the interests of the self-employed 
and all those who run their own business. The FSB is non-party political. With around 200,000 members, it is the 
largest organisation representing small and medium sized businesses in the UK. 
 
Small businesses make up 99.3 per cent of all businesses in the UK, and make a huge contribution to the UK 
economy. They contribute 51 per cent of the UK’s GDP and employ 58 per cent of the private sector workforce.  
 
The postal services sector is a vital element of the national infrastructure supporting the UK’s small businesses. 
Therefore it is important that the sector delivers value for money services as efficiently as possible. This can only be 
achieved with the right regulatory framework. We support this review, following on from the recent BIS Select 
Committee enquiry into parcels and the Universal Service Obligation (USO). It offers an opportunity to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the current regulatory framework and ask some fundamental questions about the future. 
 
In recent years the postal services sector has experienced a number of significant supply-side changes. Those have 
included extensive liberalisation, the arrival of new entrants into the parcel market in particular and the recent 
partial privatisation of the Royal Mail. This has happened at the same time as a number of fundamental changes on 
the demand-side: 
 

 Declining volumes of letters.1  

 Increasing volumes of parcels.2  

 The emergence of alternatives to delivery direct to the premises such as ‘click and collect’.3  
 
Small businesses are a key user group and find themselves at the centre of this market disruption.4 Although, in the 
list of priority issues which small business owners have to deal with the costs of postal services tend to be ranked 

                                                           
1 In 2005 there were 19.7bn letters sent through the post within the UK. In 2012 this had declined to 13.8bn letters. Further PwC have predicted that letters will 
decline by 5% p.a. between 2013-18 and 4% p.a. decline 2018-23. Source: PwC (2013). ‘The outlook for UK mail volumes to 2023’. 
2 In 2005 there were 1.3bn parcels sent through the post within the UK. In 2012 this had risen to 1.7bn items. PwC have predicted that parcels will grow by 3% 
p.a. between 2013 and 2018 and a 2% p.a. increase between 2018 and 2023. Source: PwC (2013). ‘The outlook for UK mail volumes to 2023’. 
3 In 2013, IMRG found that the purchasing and reserving online and then picking up in store (click and collect) accounted for around a quarter of multi-channel 
retail sales. Source: Capgemini, (2013) ‘IMRG Capgemini e-Retail Sales Index: Strongest online sales growth between August and September in 13 years’, cited in 
Click.co.uk (2014). ‘Digital Marketing Trends’, can be accessed at: http://www.bima.co.uk/assets/members/whitepapers/010d0c011f120300_1.pdf  
4 Small businesses tend to use postal services more than consumers albeit like consumers usage has reduced, with small businesses choosing to use email and 
other e-services as an alternative. Source:  

http://www.bima.co.uk/assets/members/whitepapers/010d0c011f120300_1.pdf


 

below others such as tax, wages and energy5 small businesses nevertheless use postal services for a wide range of 
activities.6 7  
 
Despite extensive use of postal services, the lack of time and resource small businesses have to invest in navigating 
the postal services market plus their lack of purchasing/ bargaining power in the market (i.e. they tend to be price-
takers) mean that most small businesses have limited scope for exploiting the full range of potential opportunities 
offered by competition even if they were inclined to do so.8 9 Therefore in general all small businesses want from the 
postal services sector is a ‘...trustworthy and simple’ service.10 Consequently, the key issues of concern for most 
typical small businesses are: affordability, reliability of letter and parcel deliveries (both for themselves and their 
customers) and customer service standards.11 
 
However, the picture outlined above is the general situation. Small businesses are heterogenous. Some small 
businesses are greater users of postal service than others. For the more frequent users postal services may play a 
core role in their customer offering. In contrast most are likely to be occasional users sending a few letters and 
parcels a month or even a year e.g. to suppliers or their accountant. Consequently the postal needs and issues of 
concern are not the same across all small businesses. Different small business user groups need to be differentiated 
out from each other. It is useful to think of two broad user-categories: 
 

 Light-to-average users. This is likely to encompass most small businesses. As communications have moved online 
businesses are using less and less post for routine activities. However, the remaining types of uses can still be 
wide ranging. Light-to-average users are best described as those businesses where postal costs constitute a 
manageable and relatively small proportion of their cost base. Postal services play no role in their core business 
model and customer offering. As a result their awareness of competition is likely to be low.12 

 Heavy users. This category describes those small businesses where postal services often play a key role in their 
core business model e.g. because they need to get products to customers in other parts of the country or the 
world. For these businesses postal costs will be more than a small proportion of their cost base. As such cost and 
efficiency in delivery are important factors which form part of their business competitiveness. Such businesses 

                                                           
5 Consumer Futures and the Trajectory Partnership (2013). ‘The postal services business: research into the needs, experiences and barriers to growth for small or 
micro businesses reliant on postal services’.  
6 The last extensive survey by the FSB on use of postal services by FSB members was published in 2009. It found that a third of small businesses use the postal 
system to receive supplies for their business. 46% use it to send goods to customers who have bought their products. Just over a third, or 34 per cent, uses the 
postal system for mail shots and publicity. The full list of ways FSB members used postal services was: Ordering goods/ receiving supplies for their business; Mail 
shots and publicity; Delivering goods and services; Information for employees; Delivering supplies; Sending invoices; Sending parcels; Paying suppliers. Source: 
FSB (2009). ‘FSB Postal Report: Securing the Future of the Post Office. Making it a small business hub’. 
7 Further, second class is the most frequently chosen postal tariff by small businesses alongside occasional use of more premium options. Source: Consumer 
Futures and the Trajectory Partnership (2013). ‘The postal services business: research into the needs, experiences and barriers to growth for small or micro 
businesses reliant on postal services’. 
8 A number of barriers hinder the ability of the sector to work optimally for small businesses (whether they are light or heavy users): 

 A lack of time and other constraints which limit their ability to of small businesses to be active purchasers of postal services. Small business owners are 
primarily focussed on running their businesses, winning new orders and fulfilling existing ones. This type of constraint adds to the other transaction costs 
(such as search and information costs) and information asymmetries that small businesses face in the postal services market. Consequently there is a high 
opportunity cost of trying to be a more active purchaser of postal services compared to the relatively marginal benefits that may accrue.  

 Limited purchasing power, reducing their ability to access the best deals in the market. Postal Services are an industry where scale and market power are 
key factors in being able to access lower prices. Small businesses have neither the purchasing power nor the volume of need for postal services that larger 
businesses have.8 Consequently small businesses are much more likely to be price takers. 

9 Awareness among many small businesses of competitors to Royal Mail is low. Small businesses tend to rely heavily on the Post Office for advice about which 
postal options to use. Source: Consumer Futures and the Trajectory Partnership (2013). ‘The postal services business: research into the needs, experiences and 
barriers to growth for small or micro businesses reliant on postal services’. 
It is worth noting that many small businesses do not tend to distinguish between Royal Mail and the Post Office i.e. they are seen as synonymous with each 
other. 
10 Consumer Futures and the Trajectory Partnership (2013). ‘The postal services business: research into the needs, experiences and barriers to growth for small or 
micro businesses reliant on postal services’. 
11 Consumer Futures and the Trajectory Partnership (2013). ‘The postal services business: research into the needs, experiences and barriers to growth for small or 
micro businesses reliant on postal services’. 
12 Consumer Futures and the Trajectory Partnership (2013). ‘The postal services business: research into the needs, experiences and barriers to growth for small or 
micro businesses reliant on postal services’. 



 

have a much better understanding of competition and the different range of postal services available. They are 
‘...interested in services aimed at small businesses, such as dedicated customer services and account systems’.13 
  

Even within the heavy user category small businesses are operating a wide range of business models. Therefore it is 
difficult to generalise the impact of the costs of postal services on profit margins for example. However, there are at 
least two types of ‘heavy-user’ businesses where postal costs, delivery efficiency, reliability and flexibility do have a 
significant impact on the success of the businesses: 
 

 Micro businesses trading online with very low margins usually to a domestic market. For such businesses high 
(and increasing) postal costs severely impact their margins. While fast and flexible delivery is important for their 
customers. 

 Small businesses selling abroad. The cost of postal services has a significant dis-incentivising effect on exporting 
businesses. 14 In addition a vital element of some exporting businesses customer offer is being able to ensure 
safe, quick and convenient delivery. However, dis-trust of the reliability of long-distance delivery among some 
businesses creates barriers to overseas sales. Costs plus the uncertainty generated by a lack of confidence in 
delivery by postal services providers has wider negative consequences for the economy’s export potential.  

 
For businesses where postal services play an important role in their business model the expectations and 
experiences of their customers with regards to delivery services is likely to have a strong influence on the business’s 
view of the postal services sector. Customers expect delivery to be flexible. They want the delivery to arrive at the 
agreed time and also to be able to monitor the progress of their item. Yet the delivery service is largely out of the 
control of the trader. This creates an additional degree of uncertainty around this issue for small businesses on top 
of the others related to cost, effectiveness (i.e. speed and reliability), limited capacity to navigate the market and 
purchasing power.    
 
In specialist areas of the postal services market such as the franking sector, which small businesses adopt in an 
attempt to reduce their postal costs, small businesses have not been able to achieve the savings they might have 
hoped for. The Office of Fair Trading (OFT) undertook an investigation into competition issues in franking, which 
resulted in a number of undertakings by industry.15 While franking can reduce some of the costs of post to small 
businesses, small businesses are not always able to access the best deals and lowest cost options in a market with 
only a limited number of providers. We urge Ofcom to re-visit this issue by evaluating how well the changes 
recommended by the OFT have worked and whether further action might be needed to ensure improved 
competition in the franking sector.   
 
The failure - for many years - of competition in the franking sector may be reflected in wider lukewarm attitudes (at 
best) among many small businesses towards competition in other areas of the postal services sector.16  
 
 
 
 

                                                           
13 Consumer Futures and the Trajectory Partnership (2013). ‘The postal services business: research into the needs, experiences and barriers to growth for small or 
micro businesses reliant on postal services’. 
14 The problems experienced by small business in the domestic postal services market are even more acute when it comes to selling overseas. Delivery services 
are an often cited barrier to small businesses selling in international markets. In addition to the types of barriers small businesses are subject to in the domestic 
market there are the inherent extra costs due to the greater distances and more uncertainty over speed and reliability of delivery. The FSB found that 31% of 
members who currently sell online said that the costs of delivery deters them from selling/ selling more outside of the UK. Source: FSB/RBD (2013). ‘FSB ‘Voice of 
Small Business’ Survey Panel’. 
15 The undertakings required by the OFT of three companies: Royal Mail, Pitney Bowes Ltd and Neopost Ltd were in lieu of a referral to the Competition 
Commission. They can be accessed at: 
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140402142426/http://www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/monopolies/franking.pdf  
16 Consumer Futures and the Trajectory Partnership (2013). ‘The postal services business: research into the needs, experiences and barriers to growth for small or 
micro businesses reliant on postal services’. 

http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140402142426/http:/www.oft.gov.uk/shared_oft/monopolies/franking.pdf


 

Given the attitudes of small businesses towards postal services, their varied needs and the constraints under which 
small businesses operate outlined above, we believe that Ofcom needs to consider the following issues as part of its 
review: 
 

 Whether the current regulatory framework strikes the right balance between competition and acknowledging 
limitations in the market for postal services for small businesses? 

 Whether the current split between and first and second class post is still the most effective way of charging for 
postal services within the context of a USO or whether a single charge system is better? 

 Whether the current regulatory restrictions on Royal Mail (e.g. the rules preventing Royal Mail providing tracking 
services for standard UK-wide parcel delivery) are fair and the lack of a fully even ‘playing-field’ hinders the 
ability of the postal services sector to fully meet the requirements of small businesses? 

 The role of transparency in the market. In particular how can the accountability of providers to their customers 
be ensured? What benefits might accrue to the market if the complaints made by customers about different 
postal services providers were required to be published, like those made against Royal Mail currently are? 

 The role of the Post Office (PO) and whether the PO’s position can or needs to be further safeguarded? 

 How the USO in letters can be safeguarded for the future? This should include examining whether the obligation 
needs to be placed on more than one provider and if so, what criteria should be used to decide that?  

 Whether a set of minimum (USO-like) standards are needed for the parcels sector? 

 To what extent is the UK postal services sector rising to the export challenge and how can the postal barriers 
which inhibit exporters be effectively tackled? 

 
We believe that the regulatory framework for the postal services sector needs to strike a balance between the 
benefits of competition, while recognising that competition is unlikely to meet all the needs of small business users. 
Recognising the need for such an approach, the FSB supports the USO.17 The argument that the market for letters 
displays a number of failures which justify regulation has been widely accepted.  We believe the USO in letters 
should be a six-day, door-to-door, single-price service option for everyone. This provides an important irreducible 
minimum for all small businesses. The decline in the volume and profitability of letters suggests that this segment of 
the market will see little future investment and innovation as the use of substitutes (e.g. email) continues to grow. 
Therefore Ofcom must be willing to take radical action to preserve the USO, as the market develops. All options for 
sustaining the USO should be on the table. This might include requiring all providers to offer a minimum service 
standard. A key difficulty will be to decide what point in the evolution of the sector should trigger reform to the 
current position i.e. the USO falling solely on Royal Mail.  
 
Competition does deliver benefits. It has brought more choice, efficiency and innovation especially in parcels (e.g. 
parcel tracking and optional/ flexible delivery times).18 These have been valuable developments for small online 
businesses and their customers. We want to see this type of innovation continue. While the case for competition in 

                                                           
17 The USO is justified on a number of grounds. Economists have identified a number of market failures in postal services which justify a USO. As Jaag and Trinker 
point out in: ‘The future of the USO – Economic rationale for universal services and implications for a future-oriented USO’ the existence of either of these market 
failures can justify the imposition of a USO: 

 Where there is asymmetric information in postal services ‘...adverse selection cannot be excluded which may lead to suboptimal quality in the market. In 
this light, the USO with corresponding regulatory authorities might be seen as a measure to ensure a standard quality in the market with the least cost of 
monitoring’; and 

 Jaag and Trinker also point out that: ‘Crew and Kleindorfer (1998) argue that uniform pricing regulations might yield reductions in transaction costs that are 
otherwise not achieved by the market. Uniform prices can reduce uncertainty for senders and allow higher efficiency in mail collection and processing. If the 
reduction in transaction costs is higher than the welfare losses eventually caused by uniform pricing, uniform pricing is optimal and should be included in the 
USO for those market segments where a deregulated market is expected to lead to (or enforce) price differentiation (e.g. because of entry in low cost 
delivery area’. 

 The Postal services markets can be characterised as ‘two-sided markets’ which display negative network externalities.  Jaag and Trinker note that ‘Cremer 
et al. (2008) show in their two-sided market model that a profit maximizing postal operator will choose a suboptimal low quality in delivery (coverage or 
reduced frequency of service) leading to a decrease in demand. The authors conclude that ‘this problem might be solved, or at least mitigated, through a 
USO’ (p. 28) and thereby provide a basis for quality and coverage constraints’. Source: Jaag, C and Trinker, U (2011).  ‘The future of the USO – Economic 
rationale for universal services and implications for a future-oriented USO’. 

Source: Jaag, C and Trinker, U (2011).  ‘The future of the USO – Economic rationale for universal services and implications for a future-oriented USO’. 
18 Being able to offer a range of convenient and differently prices delivery options is an important aspect of online business and is widely expected by online 
customers. Small businesses need to be able to offer such options to their customers as much as the larger online sellers.  



 

parcels is greater than in letters, there are reasons for believing that there are limits to the effectiveness of 
competition for small businesses in parcels too: 
 

 More options and choice can bring with it greater complexity. This increases the information asymmetries 
between small business users and postal services providers. This will often produce inertia among small 
businesses users or at worst inappropriate choices rather than active engagement with the options available in 
the market. The small business preference for simplicity and reliability over variety suggests that competition 
will only go so far.   

 In addition, the relatively weak bargaining position of small businesses (even among the most frequent users of 
postal services) limits the benefits of competition to small businesses. They generally do not have the volumes to 
negotiate discounts from standard price offerings.    

 Further, competition is likely to work best in the more densely populated areas, where the most profitable parts 
of the market are. This means more rural and semi-rural based small businesses face an additional limitation on 
their ability to benefit from competition. In such cases a set of reliable minimum standards would be very 
valuable to small businesses.   

 
Therefore, we believe there is a case for Ofcom to look closely at whether there are some circumstances in the 
parcels sector where the gains from regulation may outweigh the welfare losses incurred through regulation e.g. 
through setting a minimum market standard and ensure there are options for those unable to take advantage of 
competition.19  
 
Another aspect of the regulatory framework, which could be reformed and that would benefit competition in the 
sector and in turn small businesses users would be a requirement for all providers to publish their complaints data. 
Currently only Royal Mail has to do this. Increased transparency would bring benefits for small business users. It 
would enable them to make more informed choices about postal services providers. It would also help drive up 
standards in complaints handling, where currently there might be issues.  
 
Finally, a vital corollary of a USO is a countrywide Post Office network. The last survey of FSB members’ views and 
usage of the Post Office revealed a good deal of support for local Post Offices.20 We believe that it can be a 
commercially viable network on its own terms.21 We believe the Government could take measures to support the 
Post Office network by building on the diversification the Post Office has already undertaken. This support should 
include:  

 

 Helping Post Offices become flexible small business hubs, delivering face-to-face Government, community and 
small business services; and 

 Developing the role of the Post Office as a hub for community banking, including offering some branch services, 
particularly in rural areas, on behalf of high street banks.  

 
In addition, trends such as the growth of ‘click and collect’ offer the Post Office more opportunities to diversify. The 
nationwide reach of the Post Office network and the high degree of trust in the Post Office could make it well 
situated to capitalise on this shift in online shopping patterns.  

 
 

 
 
 

                                                           
19 The arguments for minimum standards i.e. a USO in parcels are similar to those for letters. See footnote 17 for the explanation. 
20 Nearly nine out of ten small businesses make the trip to a Post Office branch to buy their stamps and to send their letters. For the 46% of small businesses that 
use the postal network to send goods to customers who have bought their products this involves a regular trip to a Post Office branch or sorting office to pick up 
and send off parcels. Only 8% use business collection to pick up their parcels, so the vast majority of small business owners either go themselves or send a 
member of staff to the Post Office to have their parcels weighed, stamped and sent off. Source: FSB (2009). ‘FSB Postal Report: Securing the Future of the Post 
Office. Making it a small business hub’.  
21 FSB (2009). ‘FSB Postal Report: Securing the Future of the Post Office. Making it a small business hub’.  



 

 
We would be happy to talk in more detail about the points made in this response, if you would find that helpful. If 
you have any questions about this response please contact my colleague Richard Hyde on the following email 
address: Richard.hyde@fsb.org.uk  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
Ken Moon 
Chairman 
Regulatory Reform Committee 

mailto:Richard.hyde@fsb.org.uk

